ROA

ART WALK

SUBTOPIA’S OUTDOOR GALLERY
In this guide you will find all of the art pieces of Subtopia’s open
door gallery grouped by their positioning in the area. You can choose
to start from any page you like and find your way with the help of our
maps and instructions. Best of luck with your ”art hunt”!
Subtopia’s outdoor gallery started in 2011 when the world famous
artist ROA, together with the Stockholm based Scarlett Gallery, was
searching for a wall to paint on in the surroundings of Stockholm.
The artist Sanna-Lisa Gesang-Gottowt introduced us as an option
and we were glad to accept one of his black and white mural
paintings.

ROA | BELGIUM | 2011

(Under the stairs)
The artist who started Subtopia’s outdoor gallery
was ROA. His paintings can be found all over
the world, for example in New York, Zaragoza,
London and New Zealand. The motives are
always black and white, and sometimes include
colorful elements. He often paints animals that
are native to the specific location of his art. Here
at Subtopia he chose to paint a badger.

KOLLEKTIVET LIVET | SWEDEN | 2014
(Inside Subtopia, floor 5)
Andreas Blom, one of the members of Kollektivet
Livet, has worked on this abstract pattern for
several years. A heart shaped four-leave clover,
which is a common symbol in graffiti, croons the
motive. For Andreas it is a symbol of love and of
how four-leave clovers are hard to find when you
try, even though you know they are everywhere.

PABLO DELGADO | MEXICO | 2013
(Outside back wall, inside floor 1 and more)
The inspiration for Delgado’s mini figures in
Subtopia comes from his first experience of
Sweden, as “a clean place”. His creative process
starts by using words like clean place to search
the Internet for images that he uses for his paste
ups. Hi makes his figures in a small size because
he believes that the world needs to downsize.

SADIA HUSSAIN | SWEDEN | 2014

(Door)
Sadia Hussain works mainly with public spaces
regarding her art, because she feels the need for
specific messages to be exposed on bigger walls.
The piece she made for Subtopia symbolizes her
identity as a woman, a Swede, and a Muslim. Her
motive is about how she perceives the world and
how it perceives her.

AMARA POR DIOS | SWEDEN | 2016
(Door beside upper entrance)
Amara Por Dios is from Stockholm but lives in
London. She draws inspiration from her Chilean
roots and from South America. Her paintings are
colourful and often depicts patterned faces that
reminds of ancient cultures from different parts
of the world.
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LOLA | SWEDEN | 2009

Lola is a group of artists who work mainly with
public decoration. The members are also active
at Konstfack (art school in Stockholm) and run
a gallery. In 2009 they created a landmark for
Subtopia in the shape of a gigantic arm, which
is used both as a streetlight and as a vector
towards Subtopia. The arm is an enlarged copy of
the circus artist Fefe Deijfens arm.

HOODSFREDSFESTIVALEN | 2006

(Alongside Rotemannavägen)
The Hoodsfred festival, collaboration between the
magazine Gringo and Subtopia, featured a graffiti
competition. A multiple graffiti artists painted the
wall, and some temporary plywood boards on top
of the fence. The wall has since then been almost
been untouched. The winner of the competition is
unfortunately forgotten!

KNUT LARSSON | SWEDEN | 2014

VER TISOY | SWEDEN | 2015

LOTT ALFREDS | SWEDEN | 2014

SIT | NETHERLANDS | 2013

(The wall alongside the upper staircase)
Knut Larsson is a cartoonist and an artist. He
prefers to refer to graffiti and comics as siblings,
as though the comic strips have taken a step out
of the magazines and taken place on walls and
streets instead. The shape of the wall inspired
the art piece in Subtopia. In a sense the ghost
train with it’s chimney tops, was already there. All
he had to do was fill it in.
(In a tree)
The messages that Lott Alfreds (ArtAgent) wants
to make visible with her neon art are symbols
that we all share. During 2014 Lott was working
on a project in Botkyrka that was about what is
displayed in the public sphere, where children
often is lacking representation. The neon leaf
here in Subtopia is an enlargement of a painting
done by a boy from Alby.

(The wall alongside the lower staircase)
Beyond art and scenography Ver Tisoy has
worked with youth and culture since 1980. In
Subtopia he has painted an elf with details from
tribal patterns. The elf symbolizes the child that
can create from chaos, and is the first part of a
triptych. There is no coincidence that the piece
has ended up here in Subtopia. Ver Tisoy believes
Subtopia stands for the creativity of youth.
(Wall next to the lawn)
SIT’s background is in the advertisement
business. Today he uses his art to expose what
he thinks is right and wrong in society. The
piece in Subtopia depicts greyhounds that are
chasing a fictional rabbit. The inspiration comes
from SIT’s own personal experience being part
of the “rat race,” referring to his period in the
advertisement business.

VEGAN FLAVA | SWEDEN | 2017
Subtopia main
building

(Red door in passage)
Vegan Flava describes his art as visual activism.
He wants to highlight a coexistence of nature,
animals and humans. He questions the norms
and traditions that control consumption,
production and identity in our culture. Nature
heals and takes care of us when we spend time
there. Why can’t it be mutual?
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SHORA DENHAVI | SWEDEN | 2016

ALIAS | GERMANY | 2014

CROSSIE | UNITED KINGDOM | 2014

ZIGGY | SWEDEN |2015

NIPPONPOP | SWEDEN | 2015

SHAI DAHAN | USA/SWEDEN | 2013

Shora Denhavi is an artist from Stockholm. In
Subtopia she has utilised forgotten places that
are now seen as useless. She aims to enrich
these ”useless” places through her art; to turn
them into appreciated locations. Her choice
turned out to be the little house that her organic
pattern is now coiled around. She wanted to
break the static condition of the house with her
soft twisting formation.
(Door, Rotemannavägen)
Ziggy was one of Sweden’s first graffiti artists.
Here in Subtopia has he written his deepest
secrets in a language he created. The text is
painted layer by layer, and the innermost layer
keeps his deepest secret. The text is possible
to interpret! Subtopia also features some of his
famous skulls (backside of the ghost train).

(Small house, electrical cabinet and close to the
staircase)
Alias started off as a graffiti artist but later on
switched to work with stencils instead. Images of
vulnerable and mournful children have become a
trademark of his art. Despite this, it is not always
the children’s story he wants to narrate, rather,
his work may be interpreted as social criticism.

(Next to Ziggy and electrical cabinet by staircase)
Nipponpop works with pop art inspired by Asia
and Japan. She enjoys painting outdoor because
it encourages people to come up and chat, and
give her their personal opinions. At Subtopia, her
figure Nonna acts as a tribute to her becoming a
grandmother. Nonna can be found in a second
location - at the end of a dead end, where lost
individuals might receive a pleasant surprise.

(Under one of the arched spans, inside floor 1)
In Crossie’s images, a great fascination with
varying winged creatures is evident. Recurring
themes in Crossie’s work include butterflies in
intense colours, alongside visual depictions of
fairytales. She wants to challenge the traditional
view on how graffiti appears. For her, graffiti it is
about freedom, as well as a political act.

PUPPET INDUSTRIES | SWEDEN | 2015

(Bridge)
Instead of painting on traditional surfaces,
Puppet attempts to meld his art into reality. His
works incorporate many so-called ‘grids’, where
he creates figures and worlds from a chequered
pattern. The goal is to squeeze the pattern and
‘unlock’ it. In Subtopia, Puppet has gridded a
whole bridge, an icon he utilizes because of its
symbolism.

(Side of entrance by Studio 3 and the bridge)
Typical for Shai Dahan are his hybrids between
different styles and techniques. Here in Subtopia
he lets his own background in graffiti mix together
with the nineteenth-century lifestyle, creating
a personal depiction of a gentleman. The bird
on the opposite side is a collaboration between
Dahan and four children.
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